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Scientists to examine global warming
BY FARIDEH DADA
Daily Staff Writer
Human involvement in nature
intensifies hurricanes, said Stephen
Schneider, a Stanford professor in
the department of biological sciences who will deliver a lecture on
global warming at 3 p.m. Monday
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
There are strong studies dur-

ing the last 30 years that show a
significant increase in Category 4
and 5 hurricanes, three of which
occurred in the last eight weeks,
Schneider said.
"More severe hurricanes are
becoming more frequent as global
warming proceeds," said Robert
Bornstein. a professor in the SJSU
meteorology department. "We
should be in for more tragedies

like New Orleans."
"We didn’t make hurricanes but
we probably made them a little bit
three to five percent stronger," Schneider said.
Global warming is a cyclical and natural phenomenon "but
something that human beings
have exacerbated," said Michael
Conniff, the SJSU director of
global studies.

"Seas will rise, we are losing
ice caps and glaciers and the hole
in the ozone lay er is going to expand making the people living
in the Southern Hemisphere vulnerable to ultras iolet radiation,"
Conniff said.
Schneider said fluctuation in
temperature is something natural,
but in the 20th century the temperature %s eta up higher than usual

and it didn’t go down again.
Modifying the land. cutting
down forests, releasing carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere
and burning oil and gas are factors leading to global warming.
Schneider said.
"CO2’s gone up about 32 percent since the industrial rey olulion.- Schneider said.
Moe
also entered 150 pc!, cra more

messing and natural g.H, and that
I’, from animal agriculture, land
held’., and leaks of our gas system
these are so-called greenhouse
gases and they trap heat inside
the earth and make the surface
warmer. Ile said that it is about 1 or 1.2
degice,
y :tinier than
see WARMING, pages

SJSU professor
named educator
of the year by
community group
BY ILBRA BEITPOLOUS
I)
San lose Site I nisers0
an -American studies protessin Ste\ cn Miner receised the Educator
II yyeek itt the I I th annual
of the ’Icai .iyy .11,
Scholatship ond
lie as aids .eremony was
put On by an mg:mu:mon called
100 Blikk Men of Silicon
’Milhiter was recognized for
respected role as an educatin. his serY is to youth and his
actiye in ol’, einem in leadership roles ti the community. MILLNER
according to the SIM office of
conununications and public al fmis
Millner has been an instrustoi it 5.151’ since 19744.
The distinguished award Yi.as eiYen to him partly for
his contribution throughout the community.
"I’ve done many things oscr the seas in the community but most of my sery e has been to students on
this campus," Mi liner said.
Having taught at SJSC tor about 27 years, he has
mentored several thousand students in his curriculum,
Millner said.
Although Millner ssas rei.ognized try the 100 Black
Men of America. Inc.. he is not a member of that establishment.
"I am not a member of their organization and was
quite surprised to reteise the honor." Millner said.
The 100 Black Men. othem Ise known as "100,"
started in Iii. iii Ness York by a group 01 men who
wanted to Sp,aid and better the conditions of their
communns
lit

ABOVE: From right, 3.R. Burgos,
Nathan Childress and Mona
Gonzaludo, all seniors majoring
in hospitality management,
create posters for Tuesday’s
upcoming event, "The Price is
Right: Spartan Style." From
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at the
Dining Commons, residents
living on campus are welcomed
to be contestants in this mock
game show and win prizes like a
free night at Hotel De Anza.
LEFT: Burgos paints glitter on to
the poster advertising Tuesday’s
event.

’The Price is
Right: Spartan
Style’

see MILLNER, page 4

Photos by Plana Diroy / gaily Staff

CSU campus
Cafe puts price on studying officials
to meet

BY CHRISTINA YOUNG
Daily Staff Writer

Students may be asked to
leave the Market Cafe if they
don’t purchase items from the
cafe’s menu before taking their
seats, said James Whinery, assistant director of retail operations
for Spartan Dining.
Management information systems professor Stephen Kwan
said he approached a supervisor
at the Market Cafe about the
policy last week when he saw a
worker ask three students to give
up their table.
"I said, This is a university.
Usually this is where people
study. Why are you asking people to leave?’ " Kwan said. "This
is unusual for a university to do

gg

T

this, and I’ve been to many universities."
Whinery said students will often come in. sit alone and take up
an entire table with their laptops
and books.
"I don’t mind if they come in
here to study, except when it’s
the busy time," Whinery said.
"This is a dining facility meant
for dining, not a study hall. The
Student Union has areas designated for that. The King Library
has areas designated for that."
Tony Cacace, a junior majoring in mechanical engineering,
said he has no problem with the
study policy.
"If people start corning in and
I’m not buying anything I woula
leave because I’d feel bad, or
I’d have to go buy something."

Cacace said. "But they should
also realize that they placed
themselves on a campus, and
they should expect people to
study."
Kwan said the policy would
be appropriate for a business
such as Starbucks, but not for the
Market Cafe, which is a facility
of Spartan Shops and auxiliary
organization of San Jose State
University.
Whinery said when he enforces the policy, some students
are "cool with it." some buy
something from the cafe in order
to keep their scat and others get
upset.
"Some people do get a little
irked," Whinery said. "But then
set CAFE,page S

his is a dining facility meant for dining, not a study hall.
The Student Union has areas designated for that."
James Whinery, retail operations assistant director

Lyy,,,J-filRibiltack leaders
San Jose State University President Don Kassing
will meet with other California State University presidents and African -American leaders to discuss efforts
to increase the numbers of black students in the CSU
system.
According to a CSU press release, the university
leaders will meet from X a.m. to 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday
at the Allen Temple Baptist Church in Oakland.
KTV LI news anchor Dennis Richmond will moderate the discussion between eight CSU presidents.
The CSU system graduates nearly 4.000 black students. according to the press release.
"This number is not high enough," said CSU
Chancellor Charles B. Reed in the press release.
"America’s educational system is losing most of its
black males between 6th grade and 12th grade. We
want to build partnerships with the community to increase the number of high school graduates who are
eligible for college and earn college degrees."
According to the CSU Web site. 6.9 percent of
CSU students in fall 2004 were black.
According to the SJSU Web site. 4 percent of SJSU
students in fall 2003 were black.

PHIL BI:DROSSIAN / DAILY STAFF

A la cart ...
Chef Alan Finkelstein walks though campus
after teaching a course on culinary concepts.
He has been a chef for 25 years and
currently cooks at the Fairmont Hotel.
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Demand for hybrid cars increasing, similar to price of oil
This letter is in response to Emmanuel "The
Hundred -Dollar Man" Lopez, Spartan Daily sports
editor’s. "Hybrid cars lack the looks needed to appeal
to public" article, which ran in the Spartan Daily on
Monday, Oct. 17. 2005.
Mr. Lopez is obviously confused as to the form and
function of hybrid cars, as well as what the facts are
on this issue. His article only spreads the misinformation that surrounds these cars. He states, "Millions
of Americans seem m, tiling to shell out an arm and
a leg every time they step up to the gas pump." In
fact. many Americans are fed up with spending everincreasing amounts of their income on gasoline. Mr.
Lopez states. "The number of gas-guzzling SUVs
roaming the roads seems to increase every day." This
statement is exactly the opposite of what auto dealerships have been reporting month after month. Some
dealerships have seen sales of their largest SUVs fall
by as much as 50 percent as gasol’ne prices skyrocketed. Only a complete nincompoop or one with a vested
interest in the petroleum industry. would choose the
largest SUVs.
While it is true that Ti, ma and Honda are leading

the pack as far as hybrid car technology is concerned,
every other car manufacturer with any foresight has
recognized the increasing importance of fuel efficiency in car buyers’ minds. This has translated to
increased demand for fuel -efficient cars, especially
Toyota’s Prius, and Honda’s Insight and Civic hybrid
models.
Hybrids are a good choice for all Americans, especially those who realize the external costs of our everincreasing dependence on foreign oil, including the
loss of national security and American soldiers lives.
Mr. Lopez asks the question. "Why aren’t manufacturers selling these things by the boatload?" The
answer to this question is quite simple: They are selling as fast as they can make them. In fact, hybrids are
selling faster than they can be made. Most Toyota and
Honda dealerships in the Bay Area report waiting lists
of up to three months for the chance to purchase a
hybrid at full sticker price. This is a sharp contrast to
SUV dealers, who have been hard pressed to clear out
last seasons SUVs despite hefty "employee discount"
promotions.
Lope/ states. "Or 17 iiilliisn cars sold annu-

ally in this country, only 300,000 are hybrids." This is
a relatively small percentage of the U.S. automobile
market, but it’s not due to lack of demand. It is due
to a lack of manufacturing operations. Car manufacturers cannot retool their manufacturing operations
overnight; it takes time. As facilities are re -configured
to manufacture hybrids, their numbers will swell.
Increased demand is due to raising gas prices as well
as government tax breaks for hybrid purchasers and
the recently enacted law that allows singly occupied
hybrid vehicles with EPA fuel economy ratings of 45
MPG or greater in carpool lanes (with the requisite
DMV decals).
The only difference between the wildly popular
Honda Civic and its higher efficiency twin is its hybrid drive train. Mr. Lopez describes the Toyota Prius
as "ugly" and not capable of turning heads. This again
is not true. While it is true that the Prius has a unique
"curvy" body style, this is precisely how it achieves
increase, in MPG and interior space. Its unique shape
increase, Its aerodynamics. Perhaps Mr. Lopez prefers the "square" shape of the Hummer.
.ntIier mistake that Mr. Lopez promote, is that

"even the best electric -powered car can’t outrun a
bicycle on its best day." This is just plain incorrect.
Even at Lance Armstrong’s speed, an electric car
could easily overtake a bicyclist.
While Mr. Lopez is correct that affluent baby
boomers are now reaching retirement age, he is incorrect to assume they will purchase gas-guzzlers that
drain their savings and pollute the air their families
breathe. Must I remind him these are the baby boomers that grew up during the ’605 and were the founders
of the green movement’?
Perhaps Mr. Lopez will be happy driving "highperformance gas guzzlers," but he will soon find that
he needs to change his name from "The Hundred Dollar Man" to "The Empty -Pocket Man."

Scott McKay,
environmental stud’,
alummt,

urban planning.

GUEST COLUMN

Halloween explains why
cultures celebrate the dead

Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web site
at www.thespartandaily.com. You may also
submit information in writing to DBH 209.

Sparta (;uide is pros ided free of charge to students. faculty and staff members.The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may
require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
TODAY
Iientamese Student Association
A meeting will be held from 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. in
the Pacifica room of the Student Union. For more
information. contact Chinh Vu at 821-7444.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass will be held at 12:10 p.m. in the SJSU Catholic
Campus Ministry chapel. For more information.
contact Fr. Jose Rubio at 938-1610.
School of Art and Design
There will be an exhibition of student art from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial Studies
buildings. For more information, contact the gallery
office at 924-4330.
Career Center
Resume Critique Drop-in will be held from
1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at the Career Center. For
more information. contact Marisa Staker at
924-6171.
Italian .4merican .Student Otgani:ation
There will be a meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the Almaden
room of the Student Union. For more information,
contact Andrea Neiman at (510) 552-4191.
Socrates Cgli
There will be a discussion on what society’s duties
arc from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Pacifica room of
the Student Union. For more information. contact
Annette Nellen at 924-3508.
Student Lite and Leadership
Applications are being accepted to learn how to
train students to address issues of diversity. You can
pick up an application in the Mosaic Cross Cultural
Center in the Student Union. For more information.
contact Nam Ngyuen at 924-5963.
Asian American Christian Fellowship
There will be a meeting at 6 p.m. in the Pacifica
room of the Student Union. For more information,
contact Daniel Chen at 497-7290.
SJSU American Society of Civil Engineering
There will be an internship fair from II a.m. to
2 p.m. in the University Room. For more
information, contact Theresa Lawhcad at 924-2692.
THURSDAY
School af Art and Design
There will be an exhibition of student art from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial Studies
buildings. For more information, contact the gallery
office at 924-4330.
SJSU Catholic. Campus Ministry
The Alpha Omega Student Fellowship will hold
JOHN MYERS
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PETER CI ARK
EMMANUEL LOPF:Z
KEVIN YUEN
ELIZABETH NGUYEN
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SHAMINDER DULAI
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a meeting at 8 p.m. in the SJSU Catholic Campus
Ministry chapel. For more information, contact Kay.
Polintan at 938-1610.
Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
There will be a Bible study at 7 p.m. in the
Guadalupe room of the Student Union. For
more information, contact Diane Kim at
499-7153.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass will be held at 12:10 p.m, in the SJSU Catholic
Campus Ministry. chapel. For more information.
contact Fr. Jose Rubio at 938-1610.
Counseling Services
There will be a general process group from
3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. in room 201 of the
Administration building. For more information,
contact Ellen Lin or Rachel Kitazono at
924-5910.
Counseling Services
There will be an Asian American and Pacific
Islander discussion series from noon to 1:20 p.m. in
room 201 of the Administration building. For more
information. contact Ellen Lin or Lynda Yoshikawa
at 924-5910.
SAL’ Women’s Rugby Club
There will be practice from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
on 10th and Alma streets. For more information.
contact Melody Ocampo at (530) 574-0575.
Student Life and Leadership
Applications are being accepted to learn how to
train students to address issues of diversity. You can
pick up an application in the Mosaic Cross Cultural
Center in the Student Union. For more information.
contact Nam Ngyucn at 924-5963.
Listening Ihnir Concert Series
There will be music and dance from the Taylor 2
Dance Company from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m.
in the Music building Concert Hall. For more
information, contact Joan Stubbe at
924-4649.
Educated Persons Dialogue
There will be a discussion of liberal education in
curricular integration from noon to I p.m in room
101 of the Instructional Resources Center. For
more information, contact Annette Nellen at
924-3608.
Society of Latino Engineers
There will be a meeting from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
in the Almaden room of the Student Union. For
more information, contact Ricardo Barajas at
924-3830.
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In ancient Egypt the afterlife was also an important part of society and departed souls were honored
during the great festival of Osiris. He was the legendary. ruler of pre -dynastic Egypt and known as the
king of the underworld.
When the Spanish came to Mexico they saw
elaborate celebrations honoring death. the fall harvest and the New Year. The Aztecs celebrated their
harvest with various rituals using fire, incense, images of their dead and offerings of flowers and foods.
They also paid homage to Mictecacihuatl, the queen
of the underworld. This celebration never really
went away but fused with the Catholic traditions to
form "El Dia de Los Muertos," a fervent tradition
celebrated in Mexico today.
For some people, death may be viewed as a morbid topic while for others, it is a fascinating subject
to ponder and celebrate. Either way, there is no running from it as it is part of the cycle of life. So, if you
are in the mood to celebrate death, make sure you do
it this Hallowed eve, before winter approaches.

C’ottrad Fernandes.
public administration.
graduate student
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It seems from the earliest times, humans have had
a fascination with death. This may stem from the
fact no one has ever figured out what really happens
when we die. Organized religions have contributed
their share of dogma, but not everyone subscribes to
the same philosophy. In fact, early man may have
had a better understanding of the cycle of life than
we currently have. In the absence of technology. they
were more connected to Mother Earth. Maybe they
saw life through the changing seasons where spring
represented joy, summer eternal youth, fall maturity
and winter death. That could explain why in mans.
places around the world the change of season from
fall to winter was celebrated as a time for celebrating
mortality.
In Ireland. the Celts and their Druid priests combined harvest festivals and changing seasons to celebrate the dead on "Samhain." also known as "All
Hallows." They believed that on Oct. 31, the boundary between the worlds of the living and the dead relaxed. They celebrated this night by dancing around
huge bonfires and offering sacrifices to the returning
dead. From this origin of Halloween. the Catholic
Church came up with All Saints Day and All Souls
day. Both these arc now celebrated in many parts of
the Christian world.
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FAX: 408.924.3282
ADVERTISING: 408.924.3270
The Spartan Daily is a
public forum.

OPINION PAGE POLICY I Readers are
encouraged to express themselves on the
Opi ll i ,, it page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a response to an issue
or a point of view that has appeared in the
Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to 400 words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar,
libel and length. Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address. phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 2o9, sent by fax to
(4.8) 924-3237, e-mail at spartandaily@casa.
aisu.edta or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose.
CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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Volleyball team aims to scale WAC ladder Spartans to battle Air
Will face conference foes Fresno State on Thursday, Utah State on Saturday
BY CHEETO BARREFtA
Daily Staff Writer
The San Jose State University
volleyball team will renew a rivalry and a chance for a little revenge
this weekend.

NOTEBOOK
Overall record WAC record
4-4
9-11
Next home game
Saturday vs. Utah State

Thursday, the Spartans. 9-11
overall and 4-4 in the Western
Athletic Conference, will trio el
to Fresno to face conference
mat Fresno St.lie I .111ersity.
4 15 ON end] and 2-7 111 WM’. The
team will return home Saturday
lot a imitdi against Utah Slate
Uniseisity. which beat SJSU
Oct. XS in tour games in Utah.
Facing the Bulldogs
s
tans xxiii
On Thu i sday. die ..pai
take on a Fresno State team that
handed second place (ni’s or, it y
of Nevada its third WA( loss of
the season for the 13ulld,ses. second conference ss in
In the w in. the Bulldogs forced
two games into "osertime" where
bcs ond the required
1110 kent
points to I5 ii to satisfy the winhy-two-points rule.
They won the second game
32-3)) and the fifth game 18-16.
’No day 1.0er. Fresno State
lost in thres..u2ainst I IA State.
I Ii,ie liead coach of
Mc ’Spat tans. said he was glad
to see die Bulldogs lose since
naditionally rivalry matches are
tough.
But Choate also said his leant

6g
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is improving, especially after the
upset over Nevada and a close
game against the Univeristy of
Hawai’i.
"The girls are playing with
more confidence. I think, than
they have in a while," Choate
said. They have grown up a bit."
The Spartans in Honolulu lost
in three, but kept things close.
Choate said.
"We played well in each of
the three games," Choate said.
"We would play with them,
than they would go on an eight
point run. To ask a team to play
fabulous ball the entire time is
hard to do unless you are a good
team."
Spartan outside hitter Jennifer
Senftleben said the Fresno State
game will be an opportunity to
avenge last year’s two losses
to the Bulldogs, though in the
WAC. no team can be taken
lightly.
"Tilt excited to play Fresno
because we lost to them twice
last year." Senfileben said. "The
teams are more equal in the
WAC. You nese’. know who is
on that night."
On Saturday. the Spartans
will return home tor :I rematch
is now
against I hill Stale,
tied for third in the conference.
Monday. the Aggies hem
Fresno State in three straight.
hut Choate said his team has
improved since the last time he
faced them.
"It is a tossup with Ness
Mexico State for ss Inch was sun
worst match." Choate said. "iln
game three) we were up 27-22
and thcy. outscored us II -I."
Senftleben. how es Cr, said she
thought they were better Man
Utah State. in spite of the loss
"I felt like vse did good i in
Utah)," said Senftlehen, who
recorded It) kills in the game

BY KELLEY LUGEA

The Spartan men’s soccer team
will gear up to go on the road this
weekend and once again battle it
out against the Air Force Academy
and the University of Denver.

MEN’S

,11111day

_J
KEVIN WHITE

DAILY STAFF

Jennifer Senftleben, San Jose State University outside hitter, spikes
the ball during a match against New Mexico State University in
Spartan Gym on Oct. 15. The Spartans will play Fresno State
University on Thursday and Utah State University on Saturday.
against Haw:Mi. "It didn’t feel
like a loss."
Alter the Utah game. the team
has steadily, impros ed. said freshroan WHO. Brittany Collet.
’We know ss e can play well.
but we are still One to has,: to
play haid.’

But in the WAC. Choate said.
the teams are all strong and a
match can SN 11112. .111 \ point.
"We can heat teams like
Nes ada and I ’Tall ’Stale: Choate
said.
’il lossesei i ’i aiD cam but
ii
I lass iii. itNot’ Null,

lb

1140

Spartan head coach

SA:\ )GsE

Sports coverage
and slideshows at
www.thespartandaily.com

Purchase Student tickets
online at ww.v.sesorg
or call 925-866-9599
or purchase at the door

:11illeSe .111SII1C
FOOD TO GO
11 elt.hil 4,J
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( .11,1110
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..151
the Spartans lost to
Air Force 3-2 and they will attempt
its prove the outcome was simply
a fluke, said goalkeeper Brent
Douglas.
"We want to go hack and kick
their butts." he said. "We are going to he out tor Fes enge. There is
no FC:1,01) C shouldn’t play %yell
,I;2,1111 An
With the 1, tory on Friday. the
I- ons slims
assay the lust
1,11,1111m
P1,1112
in the Mountain
inc Sports Federatii n. moiler held by the Span ans Box’s er.
\ii Force did not hold quo the
lop spot lor 10141 .11 lei losing to
sa, ramento State I lin ersay 3-1

hese girls are playing with more confidence, I think, than they
have in a while. They have grown up a bit."
Craig Choate

Force, Denver in rematches

1,1,0 1’0111

Festival 2005
Sunday, October 30, 2005
"Politically Incorrect, Outrageously
Funny, Classic French Comedy"
"The Mad Adventures of Rabbi Jacob"
Sunday. October 30 at 1:00PM
The Syi,an Bride
The Hichie Boys

Sun. Oct 30
Sun, Oct 30

3 00 pm
5.30 pm

Camera 12

We accept: VISA MC AMEX DIS

V1KPIQDa
294-3303 or 998-9427

’1 don’t really think it was the
Air Force team that heat us on
Friday.’ said midfielder Dan Oka.
"I think tt ,is our lack of confidence."
Spartan head coach Gary Si.
Clan is confident the team is prepaled to dominate the Falcons
,..onte this Friday.
"I Mel we are a better team than
"We
Air Force." Si. ("1111
need to play ss ell and be tighter
defensisely against them."
SJSU pros ed their superiority
I ’Ili\ ors it
on Sunday at ter beat
of Denver 1-1 and regaining then
lust -place standing in the ,onteielltV. The \ IlOpC to i.’0111111lle their
siii:cess I’S et the l’ionecis this
Sunila. said co -captain Johnny

(ioniale/.
"We beat the number two team
it ’lii’s ersity of New Mexico), and
thai [ells us we can win anywhere
regardless if it’s home or away," he
said. "If we can beat them at their
home field. we can beat anyone."
Gonialei admits both Colorado
teams aren’t easy to overcome but
still Mels confident the Spartans
can get Ole !oh done.
While the Spartans held the lead
for the entire game. defender Liam
Girard scored the lone opposing
goal in the final iii minutes off a
penalty kick, ultimately resulting
in Demers iourth consecutive
loss.
en with the victory Mel. the
P14,I1CCIS. the Spartans x’s ill still be
training hard this week, St. Clair
said. I’ties \\di make the most out
it the short plastic,: week with
only Tuesday and Wednesday to
prepare before flying 10 Colorado
on Thursday.
With the return inatchup against
Air Force and Dell% er. the Spartans
are planning on maintaining their
lead in the omen:1We.
"Vi;i: IOW \S \Se should have won
against An Foice on Friday." Oka
said. "It \\J5 a tough loss but we
should definitely end up with two
wins titter nest keekend."
Both fon% ard Nelson Diaz and
midfielder Man in Sono, who were
gis en red cards during the game
against An force. \% ill he eligible
to play this Fi iday. Ike red cards,
awarded tor lighting. resulted in
both players being suspended from
playing in Sunday ’s game against
Denver. Prior to the ejection, Diaz
had scored at least one goal in the
last three consecutive games.
The Spartans will play Air
Force Academy in Colorado
Springs. Colo. at 5 p.m. Friday in
Colorado Springs. Colo., and then
take on lint’s ersity 01 Denver at
111 Denser.
I p.m.

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street

201 South Second Street, San Jose, California

no tricks, just, treats.
New hot jobs posted daily on
SpartaJOBS, the Career Center’s
online job and internship bank

careercnr-iter.

Turn off the shower. Read the Spartan Daily. Win.

licKETS
EXPIRE
soar31,,.

LAST WEEK’S WINNERS
1. Andrew Weiglen
2. Quan Do
3. Andrew Vu

WIN A PAIR OF TICKETS TO
GYRO’S SCREAM FEST
AMERICAS PREMIER HAUNTED HOUSE
(Limit 1 prize per person)

mast a

4 PAIRS OF TICKETS UP FOR

GRABS THIS WEEK!
Email all answers to sdmoviecontest2O05@hotmail.com

F"

NAME THAT VILLAIN! Match the names to the correct pictures to wino

CHUCKY

TALL MAN

JASON
VOORHEES

CONTEST INFO & RULES
Rarut.paolL multi moue all 6 vamna to qualth
2 answer nat., luo fauna. by 11 119pm on Thursday Llolotatt 21 1005
3 Moneta 06 pe no1.11. ton tonal Oo 611401 00000,20 2005
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News in brief from around the Bay Area
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) After years of setbacks, a replacement satellite campus a the City
College of San Francisco in Chinatown could open
in 2008 on a spot now used as a parking lot,
The college’s Chinatown -North Beach campus
now serves 6,500 students. A new facility will accommodate as many as 7,500 students and offer expanded vocational training and more classrooms.
"Mao Zedong’s Long March did not take as long
to get to its destination," Lawrence Wong, a college
trustee, joked Monday.
A new Chinatown campus has been in the works
since the 1970s but was delayed by lawsuits and
other problems. The college finally bought two adjoining lots for $8.7 million this summer and fall.
Construction is scheduled to begin within two
years.
WALNUT CREEK (Al’) The city has agreed
to pay roughly $1 million to settle a claim with six
former employees of an art center who said they
were harassed by a Manager.
Five employees at the Dean Lesher Regional
Center for the Arts alleged that the manager made
work unbearable after they blew the whistle on
possible mismanagement. The sixth plaintiff said

the manager harassed him after he stood up for the
others.
"These things are expensive and the cost of trial
was going to be enormous. It was a business decision." assistant city attorney Margaret Kotzebue
said of Monday’s agreement.
The lawsuit was tiled in federal court last year.
"The plaintiffs all feel extremely vindicated,"
said attorney Stan Casper.
Four of the employees resigned before the settlement was reached and the other two resigned the
day both sides struck a deal.
OAKLAND (AP) Five relatives who pooled
their money to buy a home were held captive,
beaten and robbed of more than $3,000 in a brazen
morning attack, police said.
Police said four victims were hit with guns or
blunt objects; the other victim was kicked. Two victims received serious head injuries and were taken
to the hospital after Monday’s attack.
Police said an unknown armed man came to the
family’s door and forced his way inside: four other
attackers quickly showed up.
The house was owned by an uncle, cousins and
brother, Police are investigating.

Fired radio employees sue station
SAN FRANCISCO
\
Two radio station employcc ss ho
were fired over racially tinged remarks made about San Francisco
Giants players sued their former
employer, claiming they were

Wines on
boor Shirt:

ke

Get Custom Printed Apparel!
Embroidery & Promotional Items!
Isoln./1One.

140al

1.10 ea. ler 25
5.10 ea. for 50
4.16 ea, (or 100

616.7700

used as s apegoats in the Ihip.
Talk -show host Lan). Knieger
and producer Tony Rhein accused the Giants flagship station.
KNBR-AM, of firing them to Lippe:1SC the team so it ssouldn’t pull
its broadcast contract ss ith the stalion. Cancellation of the contract
could have jeopardized owner
Susquehanna Radio’s pending sale
of KNBR and 33 other stations.
they alleged. KNBR ossus approxnnaiel 1.5 percent of the team
the flap began when Ki,!,iI
Linter’ al3011t the struggline I

108S
alto their AtI12
to the
Colorado Rockies the complained
about too many "brain -dead
Caribbean hitters hacking at slop
nightly and said manager Felipe
AIou’s"mind has turned to Cream
of Wheat . Krueger apologized and was
suspended for a week without
P0
Folly Sills adore. KNBR’s vice
president and general manager.
later announced the firings of
Krueger. Rhein and program man Bob Agnes\

Grand Opening, October 29th!
Free Week of Tanning*
in the SunVision 28LE

(408) 287-8900
ksian familie% netil ’our help!
Assay egg donois desperately Ise4.,14.0
lChinese Vietnamese Filipino

A

TheUltimateTanning.com

1-800-939-6886

376 E. Taylor, 1.2 Miles Neagh Of Sr5tt
Student Discounts w/ valid student ID

Rockin’ the airwaves ...
Steve Lai, left, Joey Ghiragashi and Alfred Urbina, members of Arigma, a band from Rowland
Heights, Calif., perform live Thursday on 90.5 KS.IS, San Jose State University’s radio station.

ULTIMATE TANNING SALON
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GRAPHICS

C. ler 2005
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MILLNER - Professor commendedfor work with students
continued from page 1

"100- has organizations all
around the globe that hold the
same Iugh ideals and community
establishment.
Although "100- has s arious
chapters around the 555irld. the It X
Black Men of the Silicon Valley has
a mission statement all its its’.
1Ii II111)111Ve the sti,ihity of hits.’

"The mission of 100 Black Men
of America, Inc. IN to improve the
quality of life NIt11111 our communities and enhance Mk:atonal and economic opportunities or all AfricanAmericans." iiccording to the organization mission statement,
Slilinci ss as honored tor his
outstanding achievements and
incredible outreach to students
o Inn the Silicon \ ;511ec. hilt he
lisidered himself lucky to have
the opportunity to ssork with
’,dents at SJSU.
It is reall itt ass and to situ pis be :Mk to be a professor at
san rose State 1 Ms ersity. We
has e hank\ (irking students 5i. Ito
ha\
dreams, and I II) lo play a
small part in reaching then goals. Mintier said.

ill

old

(tonal oppoillinli

les tol

;ill Atilt:all

.Alllet 14..111, MO N111101 Mc, 111[01.1gh
its 1:11i11110-N.

111 all C0111111(111111l,

partieular emphasis Iii
young \ frican American Males, according to the 100 Black Men of
SlilsIlli ’sails.’’, ’s Well site.
(Me oh the main olnecto es
ol 1011 Black Men sit \ inerica it
2005 is to "communicate inessago,
to ci is., health and youth lOi.11,ed
V11111

:1

III ei1111/a11011.

illI111111.11111),

leadel S.

key influencers and 100 chapteis

:iround the globe urging leaders
to lake as tion. get !mots sot and to
comes, information in their communities. ss Melt ss ill positively
impact people.- Chairman or the
Board Al Dotson said in a press
release.
The orgam/ation has lour pruniits e aspects of gross (hi lii ss loch the
group tocilses on achieving. ss loch
it refers to .is "Four For ’the I’lltUre
Programs Hie programs itit’llide
education mentoring. health. and
econonin dek clopment. according
to the 100 Blasi. Men sit America.
Inc. Web site.
The awards gala %% as held at
the Fairmont Hotel’s Imperial
Ballroom on Oct. IS
-Fhe ceremony’s theme was.
Leaders to Action:.
is ,oisling ii, BO Black Men in the
tilliwin Valley.

*For New Clients Only
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Trudy’s is NOW HIRING I.i .1" .3s-1.
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It v..orlong in k ’is,.
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Ms. Ills Illdole lit
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At this spet
turtirgement team will discuss the yin
opportunities
al.a have the opportilnity to nicer with ..ther
store sales personnel, n ask any iniesni 5us von may have. Thu into then he invited
hack for a one-invone interview.
Arerace Wages at Trudy’s are about. $20 per hi stir, which
corium -ion.
,so "me dressed .1. you would
In

includes

starring salary pay of $10 per hour plus

sci irk.

Date: Sunday, October 30. 2005
Time: 5:45pm to 7:30pm
Location: Trudy’s in The Pruneyard in Campbell
Please RSVP

by Thursday, October

27 to Shana

and flit people friend

E

Bliss at 510.673.2407

Oregon State University is a cutting -edge
research community that’s making a
powerful difference in the world...thanks
to students like you.
If you want a grad school experience like
no otherone that includes community,
creativity, collaboration, and incredible
natural beautycome to Oregon State
University where the grass is green
almost year-round.

The Graduate School
Outstanding graduate programs
in forestry, engineering,
oceanography, public health,
exercise & sport science, creative
writing, education, environmental
sciences, and more...

You’re just one click away from being here:

oregonstate.edu/dept/grad_schooli
Visit us at the California Forum for
Diversity this Saturday, October 29th
at Sacramento State

’

""%telP

ict

OSU
Oregon State
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CAFE - Professor questions policy
continued from pope 1
there are other people that are
like, ’Thank you. I’m glad you
guys are doing that.’"
At lunchtime, when the cafe is
usually busy, paying customers
sometimes get frustrated when
there are no tables available,
Whinery said.
"That’s not an unheard-of phenomenon," Kwan said regarding
crowded dining areas and limited
table space. "I think they should
let students study there."
Aimee Boswell, a junior majoring in dietetics, said she conies
to the Market Cafe about three

mornings every week to have a
cup of coffee.
Making nonpaying customers
leave might be bad for business,
Boswell said.
"It’s going to make people
not buy anything from them,"
Boswell said. "You don’t want to
kick people out. You want people
to stay and hang out. The longer
they stay, the more often they’ll
buy something."
Whinery said the signs explaining the policy are usually
posted on the cafe tables during
midterms and finals, when the
cafe tends to get more crowded
than the rest of the school year.

Santa Cruz tables medical
marijuana discussion
SANTA CRUZ (AP)
Santa
Cruz officials were set to debate
Tuesday whether to create a city
department to dispense medical
marijuana.
The City Council was scheduled to discuss an ordinance cosponsored by Mayor Mike Rotkin
that would create the Office of
Compassionate Use, a five-member advisory board that would
coordinate medical marijuana distribution within the city.
Officials said the move will
help Santa Cruz better ensure that
qualified patients get the drug as
local and federal authorities battle

over the legality of medical marijuana.
Following
the passage of
Proposition 215 by California voters
in 1996, state and local laws have allowed medical marijuana use.
But the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled this summer that the federal
government can continue to prosecute users.
"It’s really a shame we
should be in this position." said
Councilwoman Emily Reilly, another sponsor of the legislation.
"The people in this state made it
clear medical marijuana is something \,.. want."

C LAS

FOR SALE
BED-QUEEN ORTHOPEDIC Mattress set New, still in plastic,
warranty. $175 (408)690-3331

CAMPUS CLUBS
$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER BONUS 4 hours of your group’s
time PLUS our free (yes. free) fundraising programs EQUALS
$1.00043,000 in earnings for your group Call TODAY for up
to $600 in bonuses when you schedule your fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser Contact CampusFundraiser (888) 923-3238
or visit www.campusfundraisercom

SERVICES

perature increases the risk of
fire, which is a main problem in
California," Schneider said.
a century ago and the extra heat
Schneider said it is everyone’s
causes expansion of the oceans job to
prevent global warming.
and water evaporation which leads
"Individuals need not waste
to intensification of drought and
energy, turn the lights out, turn
flooding.
the computers off, take three trips
"Global warming affects cliinstead of four
mates
around
trips by better
the
world,"
lobal planning and
Bornstein said.
their bikes
Bornstein
warming use
instead of cars
said
different
affects when they can."
areas
around
said.
the world will climates
around
the he The
first start
be affected difis reducing carferently by the world."
bon emissions,
global
warmRobed
Bornstein, especially
in
ing.
industrial coun"Some areas SJSU professor
tries,
Conniff
will experience
said.
"We
drought. other
areas will experience floods.- he should begin to find alternative
fuels or energy sources so that we
said.
Schneider said the effects of don’t continue pumping carbon
global warming will be very sig- into the air.- he said.
Schneider said that people
nificant in Alaska. Arctic regions
should buy efficient appliances
and coastlines.
The United States will probably with the Environmental Protection
shrink gradually. Bornstein said, Agency label - energy saver star
on them. "In this way you save
and countries like Canada and
Russia, which are cold, will now money on gas and electricity bills
and help the climate," he said.
get warmer.
He also said politicians should
"They will be able to take up
to feed the world because their both charge people for dumping
climate will allow them grow into the atmosphere and help fund
the wheat that we now grow," research that are needed for cleanBornstein said.
er techniques.
"The rise in the climate tern "We cannot do it N% hen the

continued from page 1
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ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS ’PART-TIME OPENINGS
’$1500 BASE-aPpt
Vector, the company for students, has part-time openings
available for customer sales/service
The positions offer numerous unique benefits for students
’HIGH STARTING PAY
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
internships possible
’All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
’Some conditions apply
’No experience necessary
Training provided
Earn income & gain experience, Watch for us on-campus
throughout the semester or CALL 615-1500 9am-5pm
www workforstudents com/sjsu
RECREATION JOBS AT THE Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec Dept
Positions open now for Leaders. Afterschool Elem Sch Age
ChildCare Recreation/Ennchment Programs M-F AM/PM shifts
avail T & Th PM shifts avail $7 83-$11.32/hr to start, depending
on exp No ECE credits required Kathy@408 354-8700 X245

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN $69 00 per year Save 30%-60%
(includes cosmetic) For info call
1-800-655-3225 or
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS $14 50/HR to start
WWWstudentdental corn or
408-340-1994 So Bay
wenv goldenwestdental.com
650-777-7090 No Bay
PROFESSIONAL EDITING For your paper or dissertation www funstudentwork corn

OPPORTUNITY TO WORK w/ teens w/ developmental
disabilities in After-School Program in San Jose PT, weekdays.
2p-6p Flexible scheduling Must have completed 6 ECE units
$101 hr Great opportunity for students pursuing a career in special
education Questions? Call Lesle, 510 835-2131 X104 Send
BEAUTYCLUB Haircut for men $7 & women $10 Hair colonng
resume to jobs@esba org or fax to 510 444-2340 or mail 180
$15/ up Wax 55/ up Full set nails $15/ up Pedicure $13
Grand Ave Ste 300 Oakland, CA 94612
Manicure $8 Located @ 505 S 10th Si Ste 205 (corner of
William 810th-upstairs). CALL (408) 993-2250
BRINKS NOW HIRING FT/PT Armored Truck Dnvers Must have
clean background Clean dnving record Pass DOT physical
LEGAL PROBLEMS? Law Offices of Pirrone & Pirrone, LLP
exam Pass drug screen Ability to qualify for gun permit 21 years
offers free consultations and discounted legal services to
of age Excellent Benefits, Paid Training’ The career you want
students 800 509 2703
The benefits you need For more information call 14081436-7717
questions@pirronelaw corn
Expenenced Efficient. Exact Familiar with APA & Chicago styles
ESL is a specialty Grace@831 252-1108 or
Evagarce@aol corn or visit
WWW gracenotesediting corn

OPPORTUNITIES
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WARMING - Visiting Stanford professor advised Congress, White House

SIFIE

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offerings are not
approved or verified by the newspaper
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TEACHER / ASSISTANT (ECE) TOP PAY, Mimed PfT. Fit pos
Minimum 6 ECE units req’d. Must be able to commute F/P must
be clear (408)287-3222

BEST PART-TIME GIG EVER!!!!
HIGHLY MOTIVATED PERSON for rewarding career in financial
Take our short computer based course now to earn extra money in services (650)380-2856
next tax season Finish the course at your own pace at home
ESBA SEEKS LIFEGUARDS and Aquatic Specialists. PT or FT,
Call Javed @ Jackson Hewitt Tax Service .408-813-6212
in San Jose Flex hours/ days, Monday-Saturday. Call Trap:I@
CASH FOR YOUR OPINION Lawyers want your opinions $60 408 295-0228 Send resume totobs@esba.org or fax to 408 275for 5 hours-CASH. Availability on 12/1, 12/2, or 12/3 Location 9858 $9 82-$14.50/ hour DOE
hotel. San Jose Call (800) 727-5056
ACTION DAY NURSERY Primary Plus seeking Infant. Toddler
& Preschool Teachers & Aides FT & PT positions available
WANTED
Substitute positions are also available that offer flexible hours
SPERM DONORS NEEDED The Palo Alto, Ca branch of the ECE units required for teacher positions but not req. for Aide
California Cryobank is seeking men of all ethniaties for our sperm positons Excellent opportunity for Child Development majors.
donor programs. If you are currently attending college or hold a BA Please call Cathy for an interview@247-6972 or fax resume to
degree you can earn up to $900/mo. receive a free comprehensive 248-7433
health screening & help infertile couples For More information or
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 11 -8th school seeks responsible
to apply online please visit vwinv cryobankdonors corn
individuals for extended daycare. PT. in the afternoon. No ECE
units required Previous expenence with children a must Please
EMPLOYMENT
call 248-2464

White House is denying that there
is any problem," Schneider said.
"They do not want to hurt the coal
industry and the oil industry and
they just dump all the truth about
the climate change problem."
Bornstein said the United States
did not sign the Kyoto accord because "President Bush believes we
need more research on the causes
and impacts of warming and the
economic impact will be too severe that if he goes info the treaty
our economy will stiffer ... in
terms of inflation and unemployment.According to Reference.com,
the Kyoto Protocol is all international treaty on global \ arming.
Countries which ratify this protocol commit to reduce their emissions of carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases. A total of 141
countries have ratified the agreement. Notable exceptions include
the United States and Australia.
The impact of global warming on the oceans. quality of life
and the economy of the world
will be examined h., chneider on
Monday. said Conniff. the organizer of the program.
"Schneider is one of the earliest
fathers of the global warming theory." Bornstein said. "His research
more than 25 years ago indicated
that global warming was coining."
Schneider’s ability to present
both sides of the argument will

help students become knowledgeable about the problem. Bornstein
said. "It will help them learn how
to make their own decisions based
on their evaluation of the evidence."
Conniff said the program will
make students better citizens
in knowing about the impact of
global warming in the future of
the %vivid.
According to Stanford’s Web
site, Schneider has served as a
consultant to federal agencies and
White House staff in the Nixon,
Carter. Reagan. Bush Sr.. Clinton
and Bush Jr. administrations.
"Professor Schneider is such
a publicly recognized figure."
Conniff said.
"He has advised presidents and
Congress and eminent bodies of
scientists on the impact of global
%%Milling. So San Jose has a chance
to hear one of the great scientists
of the late 2 I st century and early
22nd century talking about very

wk.% ant problem "

Your ad here
Call
924-3270

BLDG: DR I I 209
MIN: 408-02.1-3277
FAX: 408-92-1-3282
Email: classifiedOcasa.sjNi Led ti
Online: www.thespartandaily.com
PT NANNY WANTED for children 6mo and 3yrs Wed 12-5.
Tues and/ or Thurs. 12-5 Flexible hours Hands-on. friendly
References (4081621-2642
STUDIO 8 NIGHTCLUB Now Hiring Barbacks, Cashiers
Cocktailers. Security. VIP Host & Promoters Apply in person, Th
& Fn, 7 30pm-9 00pm 8 So First St, Owntwn S J

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Bout windups
PART TIME MOTHER’S HELPER needed Housescleaning. 6 Noted wise guy
laundry, household organization Hours flexible-10 to 15 hours ii Wabash too
per week (408) 297-7002
14 Oft-white
15 Kentucky explorer
START@ $70 FOR A 5-HOUR EVENTI Promote brands by 16 Ms Zetterling
distnbuting samples/ brochures and/ or demonstrating products to 17 Waters the plants
consumers Premier in-store Promotions Company and authorized 18 Soft-furred pet
agency of Mass Connections. Inc. has great opportunities 19 Lemon cooler
in vanous CA cities. Positions available are part-time. mostly 20 Pony’s gait
weekends, and typically 5 hours For more information and to 22 On the up and up
24 Malady
apply online, visit www eventsandpromotions com
28 Splinters
30 Flonste supply
PART-TIME RESEARCHER
Reliable and detail oriented individual to record information from 31 Peacock feather
32 Turkish coins
local courthouse Flexible
33 Complains
hours Training provided
36 Heanng aid?
Excellent wage Please
37 Wine source
email your interest or
38 Eliminate
40 Nobel’s invention
resume to jobs@ncrcredit.corn or fax to 408-360-0890
43 Exciting
PT NANNY SILVER CREEK Busy, professional family is 45 Truism
seeking a nanny for their 7 and 10 year old
Position is PT. 46 Give a hard time
MTW, 200 to 5:00 PM, Thurs 12 30 to 5.00 PM Nanny must have 47 Zipper alternative
STRONG VALUES and work ethic, a good sense of humor, be50 Made a mess of
51 F
interested in child development and becalm, flexible, and reliable 52 Sondorepugnant
References required SALARY $10-12 Please contact Denise at 53 Beluga product
408.472 2345 cell
54 Sniffed at
sundae
57 Hot
FOR RENT
62 Ka -pow,
63 Bring cheer
64 Typical
65 Fern saint
66 Showroom models
67 A bit suspicious
2bd apartment with walk in closets Great for students/
DOWN
roommates!, Great Floor Plan, Washer & Dryers on premisis 1 Hobby shop buy
Parking available!! Only $1,050/ mo, may work with you on the 2 Gladiator’s hello
deposit,/ (408)378-1409
3 Thither and
4 Fort near Monterey
TIRED OF SHARING A BATHROOM? Come see our huge 5 Computer networks
2 bedroom 2 full bath, over 1000 sq foot apartment Walking 6 Monastery head
distance to SJSU Newly remodeled Laundry facilities Parking 7 Oat
Security Gate Easy access to Bay Area freeways. Substantially 8 Years on end
larger than others! $1195/ mo. (408) 947-0803

X-LARGE-2BD-2-BLOCKS
FROM SJSU

GREENTREE APTS Newer Large 1 & 2 Bed Rm Units Park like
grounds Patio Gated. W&D hook up Close to HY101 & 280.
Rent start from $905. 995 Tully Rd San Jose 294-6200

I
14

"

LIVE 1/2 BLOCK from Campus 2 BD on 6th St. $950 New
Carpet. 408 309-9554

ROOMS FOR RENT Beautifully remodeled rooms available on
13th Street & Saint James Each room has a private entrance
& full bathroom. All utilities included except phone/DSL There
is a fully equipped community kitchen & coin-operated laundry
facility onsde. TV. minifridge & microwave included in each
room Furnished & unfurnished available $575-$600/month plus
monthly parking fee. Please contact Magda@408 279-6100 or
PT/ FT/. $25 bonus emaitmagda@statewidere corn

DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business. Perfect for students. INTERNET WORKI $8.75-$38.50/ hr!
Earn up to $250 every weekend Must have reliable truck or van Studentsurveysite.com/ sp3
Heavy lifting is required. 408 292-7876
SITTERS WANTED. $10./ Hour. Register FREE for jobs at
student-sitters corn
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Security Officers PT/FT
Flexible. Grave Bonus. Commute up to 25 miles
(408) 247-4827
CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
OUTREACH PROGRAM Counselors PT Elem Schools in Milpitas/
Santa Clara. Degree/Cred not required. Opp for teaching exp.
org
Each line averages 25 spaces. Ea, Ii let tel. uuiuuiiluri. pun, I lle10011 itiaik, and spat c is kwmatted into an ad line.
Need car. Send resume/cover letter to: hr@girlscoutsofscc
The first line will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up to ’20 spaces. A minimuin of three
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS PT Instructors elem schools
lines is required. Deadline is 10:00AM, 2 weekdays prior to publication.
Degree/Cred not required. Opp for teaching exp. Need car VM
408-287-4170 ext. 408 EOE/AAE
MINIMUM THREE
11
’2
DAYS:
I
4
5
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! Local valet company needs
malls.
nearby
at
$9.00
812.00
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work
$1600
RATE:
$6.00
$15.00
around
work
will
We
avail
FT/PT
clubs
country
&
events
Private
RATE INCREASES 52w EACH ADDH1ONAL LINE Arrta THE THOM LINE PER AD
your school schedule. Must have clean DMV. Lots of fun & earn
RA rE INCREASES 82 00 EACH ADDTIONAL DAY ASTER THE FITITI DAY PER AD
good money. Call 408 867-7275
RATES ARE CONSECUTIVE DAYS ONLY* ALL AM ARE PREPAID
NO REFUNDS ON CANCELLED ADS ADDMONAL WORDS MAY SF ROM AT A ClIARCE OF Si On PER %O HM
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program, indoor pool Expenence
with children a must. Teaching expenence not required AM/ PM/
122QIIRLOLDLICOSENTI
WE shifts available Email resume sdavis@avac.us
40+ consecutive issues: 10% discotmi.
NOW HIRINGI If you are looking for a job, we can help! Access
5,1,5U STUDENT ma; 10% discount. Rate applies to student’s individual ads only. Not intended for business., and of other
over 800 job listings on SpartaJOBS (the SJSU Career Center’s
persons. Frequency discount does not apply.
online job and internship bank) It’s easy. Visit us at WWW careerce
nter.sjsu edu, sign in and search SpartaJOBS!
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11 Snapshot
12 Lowest ebb
13 Slims down
21 Med personnel
23 Big party nights
24 Proficient
25 Trojan War stay
26 Queen’s truck
27 Ostrich
look -alike
28 Ski run
29 Troubadour
prop
31 Keep yakking
33 Stuffed shirts
34 Rubbish
35 Move crabwise
37 FBI agent
thyph
39 Did Easter
eggs
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Syndicate inc
41 Its HO is
Brussels
42 Bedecked
43 Mean
44 PC bailout
option
46 Ad
committee
47 Fishhooks
48 Kapitan’s
command
thyph I
49 Term paper
50 Foreshadows
52 Nullify
55 Pamplona yell
56 Muppets eagle
58 Do something
with
59 Payable now
60 Realty ad abbr
61 A Miss America
host
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Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional
information Classified readers should be reminded that,
when making these further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for goods or
services. In addition. readers should carefully investigate
all firms offering employment listings a coupons for discount vacations or merchandise
10/26/05
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Depeche
Mode
is Andy
Fletcher,
Dave
Gahan
and Martin
Gore.
’Playing
the Angel’
is the
band’s
18th
album.
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Band retreads signature sound
BY RACHEL HILL

Depeche Mode’s "Playing the
Angel" opens with a barrage of
screechy sy nthesized noise that
quickb, culminates into the band’s

MUSICREVIEW
familiar rhythmic formula of high tempo electronic beats and dark.
somber vocals. Most of the material on Depeche Mode’s new album
is reminiscent of the unique sound
they’ve coined and successfully
explored since the band’s inception more than two decades ago.
The techno-inspired beats work
well on "Playing the Angel." yet
the new album neglects to offer
listeners anything new or creative.
Instead. "Angel" keeps in line with
what we’ve already heard and
expect from the legendary ’80s
band.
"Playing the Angel" does not
possess the power or substance of
the band’s former studio productions. However, it does showcase
more mature and slower-paced
songs than pervious Depeche
Mode material.
The electronic pulses change
tempo throughout the album giving it an even balance of slow and

upbeat mixes combined i ith the
hand’s typical dark ballads. The
slower-paced songs are far more
enjoyable, offering listeners a
smooth.
en tempo that ciimplements the melancholy cocals of
lead singer David Gahan.
"Precious" and "Lilian" are
the best tracks off the compilation
with the first track being featuring
in the season premiere of the WB’s
"Smallville."
At times some of the songs are
long and drawn out. The band unsuccessfully tries to dress up as
material by adding new studio
tricks, resulting in weird, obscure
electronic sounds that seem to he
purposeless. The ear-wrenching
finale to "Sinner in Me," which
finishes is ith a combo of wailing
guitar liords and slow electoral,:
heats is a good example of one
of the band’s new tricks that just
don’t Hy. The ending makes II hard
to listen to, and it is undoubtedly
the worst song on the album.
The hand members seem to I, ,,c
themse lies in sy nthesiied obits ion
in some of the songs. ending where
they gm off in electronic musical
tangents w iili no true artistic du cc non or point.
With this album, Gahan contributed to three tracks on the disc,
co -writing songs for the first time

is MI the Depeche Mode. -the
singer’s lyrical contributions do
nun necessarily complement the
album. And instead proves to be
repeolic C iiid overly simplistic,
causing the songs to stand out
among Ilk, other tracks for the
wrong reasons. ’Die remainder
of the albUill Was written by
hand nullity! Martin (hire, who
ty fin alF. pens the ly rws to the
group
What:
"Play mg the Angel"
tony whet the appetites of devout
Depeche Mode fans, the album
fails to measure up to the band’s
former glory and can’t be classified as a stellar addition to their
repertoire. Admirers of Depeche
Mode’s sound will probably
think "Playing the Angel- is
worth their hourly wage. but if
you’re not already a fan, then
our money.

’Playing the Angel’
Tracks: I 2
Available ricin, sir ’ac’ l’,Aords
Depeche Mode: Andy Fletcher.
Dave Gahan and Martin Gore
Show: Depeche Mode is scheduled to perform at the HP
P
19 .,* P pm
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WILLIAM
HUNG

VS.
Oh, William Hung. What an enigma. Is he the
definitive, derogatory representation of Asian males
in the media’? Does he function as an indicator of
the cynical and declining state of reality television’?
Or does his innocent spirit and determined attitude
transcend all criticism, and what we see in Hung,
we see in all of us’? It really doesn’t matter, because
either way, he’s popular enough for San Jose State
University to ask him to come to our campus.
He was at SJSU last week to host Spartan Idol,
the Homecoming karaoke competition. We got to
talk to him about "American Idol," his new album,
his football picks and if he has plans to release a rap
album. Keep going, Will. Let’s see if we can stretch
those 15 minutes into half an hour.
Spartan Daily: How do you like your visit to San
State so far’?
William Hung: I’m really excited. It’s the first
time I get to visit this campus in particular. I mean,
I’ve been to San Jose many times, but getting to see
the San Jose State University, it was great.
Jose

SD: How do you feel about your new album.
"Miracle: Happy Summer from William Hung"!
WH: I like it. I personally like it. I believe that I
lire chosen pretty much most of the songs that I’m
,isiiially %cry comfortable with and very happy with.
SD: I guess in terms of branching out, have you
ever considered recording a country (Sr rap album.
maybe?
WH: (laughs) I haven’t decided to branch out
Partially because I believe my target audience
is a variety of different kinds of audience. So that’s
why I put out this new album particularly. "Miracle:
Happy Summer," I did many c arieties of songs like
country, pop, maybe ballads, etc.
SD: What is your fas orite inf is ie?
WH: Favorite niii
laughs I "Lord of the
Rings."
SD: When was the last time you talked to
Randy Jackson, Simon Cowell and Paula Abdul of
"American Idol’?"
WH: Randy Jackson. I get to meet him the most.
Or other words, I get to talk to him the most. So most
recently, it was the "American Idol" finale this sea -

son. So. I saw Randy and the winner of this season,
Carrie Underwood.
SD: Have you ever met Ricky Martin?
WH: Not yet. (laughs)
SD: Has he said anything about your version of the
song "She Bangs"?
WH: Not yet, but the songwriters are pleased with
it.
SD: What inspired you to sing the song?
WH: It’s just a very unique song. It’s nice. It’s hard
to explain it all. It’s a song you don’t ordinarily hear
on the radio everyday.
SD: What music do you listen to right now?
WH: Huge variety of music anywhere from
pop, anywhere from country to world music to orchestral music.
SD: Since you went to UC Berkeley. were you a
Cal football fan?
WH: Yes, big time. I laughs)
SD: Since they’re playing this weekend, what you
prediction on the game against Washington State?
WH: (laughs) I don’t know, it’s a hard prediction.
(laughs) I really think Cal can pull it off, but then Cal
has to play their best game because that loss last week
to Oregon State was very disappointing (ed. note: Cal
beat Washington State 42-38).
SD: Have you ever considered doing the half-time
show for the Super Bowl’?
WH: Any halftime show is fine because I’ve
been doing a lot of halftime shows for the basketball
teams. I did once for (Detroit) Pistons, Golden State
Warriors, any of those are fine.
SD: Do you still live in the Bay Area at all’?
WH: I actually live in Los Angeles. I just came up
here to study.
SD: What do you want people to remember you as?
WH: Just an inspirational icon, because no matter what my dream is. I don’t give up. I always give
my best out there and I succeeded. So I just encourage people out there, no matter what their dream is. It
doesn’t have to be entertainment. It could be their very
own graduation or very own career goal. You could
succeed, too, by just putting your heart out there.

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY INTERNATIONAL AND EXTENDED STUDIES

3units
113
cays!
Winter Session 2006
Classes meet January 3-20, 2006
Register online starting Noyember 7, 2005
or in class in January 3.
View courses, get registration
and payment forms online now

www.wintensjsusedu
Pick up a FREE printed schedule*

r

in the Student Services Center,

#

Spartan Bookstore, Student Union
Information Center or

San Jose State

International and Extended Studies

UNIVERSITY

lobby, 210 N. Fourth Street, Suite 301.

January
2006
3-tuesday
4-wednesday
5-thursday
6-friday
9-monday
10-tuesday
11-wednesday
12-thursday
13-friday
17-tuesday
18-wednesday
19-thursday
20-friday

* Beginning Winter 2007, Winter program information will be ONLY available
online at wwwwinter.sjsu.edu

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO ALREADY ATTEND SJSU TO ENROLL.

purpose:
to empower students to positively and
effectively build our community around
issues of diversity, raise social
consciousness, and promote social change

leadership
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d
student
ecn
leadership
avd
retreat
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Creating Community in a Diverse World
17-20, 2006
40 &Jai Students
4 days + 3 nights (no cost)
Gain Lifelong Leadership Skills
Return with Amazing Memories
Applications and Information Available at:
MOSAIC Cross Cultural Center (3rd Floor, Student Union)
Student Life and Leadership (Old Cafeteria Building)
Student Union Information Center
Student Services Center
Residence Hall Offices
Applications Due: November 4th at 5.00PM
Questions?
Contact Nam Nguyen at 924.5950

Applications Available Now

